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Abstract. in order to provide an algebraic semantics for recursively defined (nonterminating) 
processes there is a well-known metric approach leading from process algebras to complete process 
algebras, In order to obtain an algebraic specification and completion of such algebras, it is 
sufficient and much more convenient to consider, instead of metric spaces, only spaces with a 
suitable family of projections, called projection spaces. Projection spaces and algebras are shown 
to be a suitable basis for an algebraic semantics of combined data type and process specificcitions. 
One of the major tasks in defining algebraic semantics for recursively defined 
processes is to construct a complete algebra which also contains infinite processes. 
There are two main approaches to solve this problem, The first approach, nsing 
partial orders, considers infinite processes as partial functions and obtains the 
complete algebra by ideal completion. The Knaster-Tarski fixed-point theorem 
provides a unique least fixed point that may serve as semantics for the recursive 
processes. Scott et al., the ADJ group [ 12,251, Miiller [20-221 and Tarlecki and 
Wirsing [24] developed a theory of continuous algebras based on partial orders 
with main applications to program semantics. Bergstra and Klop [3] however 
observed dificuities in the partial order approach for process specifications, as the 
bottom element I seems to lead to incc _ tencies 1 “I..: equations. 
The other approach considers infinite processes as mfinite trees or grap aving 
defined a metric on this spar: (see e.g. [ 11;” the comple:e algebra can be constructed 
as projective limit and Banach’s fixed-point theorem provides a unique Axed point 
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(not only a unique least fixpoint), which solves the recursive equation system defining 
the processes. De B akker and Zucker and Bergstra and Klop have been working 
with this method. The latter have constructed models for some axiom systems for 
communicating processes introducing a metric externally by projections (where e-g. 
the nth proj&on of a tree consists of all branches of this tree cut to length n). 
Since this metric is uniquely determined by the projections, we find it more 
suitable to specify the projections instead of the distance. The metric, which turns 
out to be an ultrametric, is then internally defined and the algebra together with its 
metric is given in one specification. This allows one to define initial algebra semantics 
in each step of the development of a recursive process specification and composition- 
ality of the corresponding semantics. The theory of projection spaces including 
completion of a projection space, fixed- point theorem and categorical properties is 
treated in the first section of this paper, and in a more detailed version with extended 
mathematical background in [S]. 
A further difference to the approach of Bergstra and Klop is that process 
specifications are allowed to have a parameter part for the data type so that actions 
and communication functions are no longer constant resp. externally defined but 
vary over th P ~locc nf A9t-a calmehtcac Unman ~PI\PCICC r_ncr~iGrrlt;nnc hqred ~7~ projection ..W Y.ULIQ “1 UU.W U.3”“.U0. *r*a”w UI”W.2J “~~b.Ll~u+LULia QJcra L 
cntarpc alcn xri~1A P cl,itahlP cmrnQntic hacic f,%r 1 ntnc_i;ba I-na-waaqPrrtc (COP rid Q 1 Cl\ 
-r--w- --"- J .w..e oc “YICU”.” “I...UI...W VU”.U . Y. YVCVU aI-- IU..bUU&YL3 \awu L s-r, /, ‘“J,. 
On the other hand, the high level of abstraction makes it much more difficult to 
give criteria for the existence of a solution of a general recursive process specification. 
In this paper we introduce recursive process specifications where recursive processes 
are defined by recursive equations. A recursive process specification is built up in 
three steps: 
(1) We start with a process specification processjdataj, which is an actuaiization 
of a parameterized process specification process(action) with a data type specification 
data. This resulting specification 
- 
as initial algebra semantics. 
(2) For each s art in pracess(d a projection, which is discrete for 
the sorts incorporating data and nondiscrete for the sorts that incorporate processes, 
obtaining an extension of process(data) called proproc(data). If the specification is 
correct, i.e. each sort together with its projection forms a projection space and the 
tions are continuous (relative to the projections), then the initi;di algebra in 
ata)) is a projection algebra. The so-*+- ~irllarrLL~~ of proproc~data) is then 
the universal completion of the initial algebra of Cat( ata)) and again initial 
in the category of complete 
(3) In the last step the p ataj is enriched by the 
signature and the equations for recursive processes procl, . . . e procn, obtaining the 
recursive process specification re The semantics of ret 
extension of the semantics of pr by the fixed point o 
corresponding to the equation system, ed that the operator T is contracting. 
This means that the semantics of is a complete initial proiection algebra 
in the category Cat( 
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We outline a first example here, given in an ACT ONE like syntax (see e.g. [ 1 I]). 
As basic actions we take the occurrences of natural numbers at certain gates, see 
the data type specification 
DATA TYPE SP 
atact = nat + 
sorts gate, act 
opns g,,...,g,: *gate 
(_!_) : gate nat + act 
The processes are built up by a choice operator + and a sequence operator l , 
together with a coercion _ that declares actions as processes, specified in the para- 
meterized specification (action, pa(action)) (bps = basic process algebra) :
PROCESS SPEC-process(action) 
action = 
sorts action 
a(action) = aciion + 
sorts proc 
opns _ : action + proc -- 
eqns 
x+x=x (idempotent) 
<+I’;-;-+x (commutative) 
(x+y)+z=x+(y+z) (associative) 
(x*y)‘z=x*(y~z) (associative) 
(3: -4 J.) . 2 - _y - z + ~7 0 z (!@‘t Qistri$geive) 
The corn- - ~n~d data type and process specification is obtained by actuahzation of 
the process s+ecifcation hndca~thm~ with thn An+a twmp specification uyu\u cIv.c, ..aiaa C‘*CI ULiiit *Jp-‘” 
union of bpa(action) and natact, where the formal sort action in 
replaced by the sort act from the actua parameter natact. 
CCWBINED SPEC-process 
bp(oatact) = bpa(action) actuahzed bv nafaci 
= natact + 
sorts proc 
opns _ : act + proc 
+, l proc proc+ proc 
eqns for all x, y, z & proc: 
x+Y=x 
x+y=y+x 
(x+y)+z =x+(y+z) 
(x * y,j i - z--x. (y. “j \J II 
(x4-y) l Z==X~Lfg?~ z
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The combined specific&ion b~~~~~~~c~~ is now extended by the specification of 
and the projections for all sorts (the natl-specification is given in the beginning of 
Section 2). Sim% Y ~ullip~~iiurl is ody ~icxdtd in the so ‘proc” of pfOC;e~SeS, ail
ether projections are discrete, i.e. ps( n, x) - x for all n , xm, SGS, sfproc. 
PROJECTION SPEC- 
opns ps : natl s + s (for all s E sorts( ataca)) 
eqns for all n b natl; for all x in s: -- 
ps( n, x) = x (for all s # proc) 
for all n b natl ; for all Q & act; for all X, y in prqc: ,_,-,... . . 
pproc( n, G) - 4 
pproc( 1, 9 - x) = &! 
pproc( n + 1, a l x) = a l pproc( n, x) 
pproc(n, x + u) = pproc( n, x) + pproc( n, y) 
At last the projection specification ~~~~~a~~at~ is entiched by the operation P that 
specifies the given recursive process: 
RECURSIVE PROCESS SPEC-ret 
opns P : nat gate gate + proc 
eqns for all n h nat; for all gl, g2 h gate: -- 
r”(n; gl, g2) = 
(gl!n)* P(n+l,gl,g2)+ 
(g2 ! n + i j l Pin, gl, 92) 
informally spoken the semantics of tb- 11b parameterized process P is given by the 
infinite PROCESSGRAPH in Fig. 1 obtained from the equation of reebpa(nat), 
where the actions (gl!n), (gZ!n+ij,... appear as labels of edges between the 
corresponding states P( 13, gl, g2), P( n + 1, gl, g2), . . . and the operation symbol + 
in the equation for P( n, gl, ~2’ corresponds to nondeterministic choice and hence 
to branching of the process graph. Unwinding the processgraph we obtain the infinite 
ACTIONTREE shown in Fig. 2, which is a representative of the equivalence class 
of P( n, gl, 82) in the complete initial projection algebra of the specification 
recb at). This simple example will be used for demonstration in this paper. More 
extended examples will be studied in subsequent papers. Finally let us give an 
overview of the contents of this paper. 
Section ? treats the preliminary theory of nrolection spaces, inrllldimo basic , ““‘--“‘Z 
categorical properties, completion of a projection space and a fixed-point theorem 
of projection s 
i-as. 10 Section 3 recursive 
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(g2!n+2) 
(g2!nc3) 
Fig. 1. 
. . . l . . 0.. . . . . . . . . . 0.. . . . 
process specifications based on projection specifications are introduced and the 
algebraic semantics of recursive process specifications is defined. Sections 2 and 3 
correspond to steps (2) and (3) above in building up recursive process specifications. 
To improve readability all proofs are given in the Appendix. 
Concerning the theory of algebraic specifications we refer to [ I? 1; the remainder 
part of the paper is self-contained. 
ces 
EEI &fs section we introduce the basic notions of 
S. sojectio ere 
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SpCeS. The algebraic structure of projection spaces, however, is much more con- 
venient for the purpose of algebraic specifications. 
A standard constr~~ction for the completion of a projection space wil! be given 
that yields one of the presuppositions of a fixed-point theorem for projection spaces 
re!ated tz RanaWs fixed-point theorem. Contractions in projection spaces are UuII--- 
introduced in order to obtain a unique fixed point of an operator in a projection space. 
efinitisn 1.1 (pr~~jectk~n space). A pair (A, p) consisting of a set A and a function 
p : N, x A + A (where N, denotes the natural numbers starting with 1) with 
(1) QaEAQnl,n2 1 pbL pW, 4) =pWOL n2L a), 
(2) ‘da, be A ((Qn p(n, a) =p(n, b))+a = b), 
is called a projection space. 
“emark. Part (2) of the deiinirion sta[es rhar each a E A is compieteiy determined 
by its projections p( n, a), also called the approximation induction principle (AIP). 
On the other hand if a set A with a. function p only fulfills part (1) of the definition, 
then the factorset A/p together with p is a projection space. 
Exampie 1.2. (1) Let A* be the free monoid over a given set A. Define p : N, x A’ + A’ 
by p(n,E)=E, p(n,a)=a, p(l,aw)=a and p(n+l,aw)=ap(n, w) for all DEN,, 
a E A and w E A* (shortly p(n, w) = w[l . . . n]). Then (A*, p) is a projection space. 
If L s A* Ts a language then (L, p) is a projection space if and oniy if p( n, w) E L 
for all n E N, and all w E L. 
(2) Given the set T of finite or infinite trees with nodes from a set A define 
p:N,xT-Jby 
p( 1, t) = root(t) 
p(n+l, t)=[nodes(p(n, t))usucc(p(n, t))] 
where succ(t’) is the set of all successors of leafs of b’ and the brackets [ ,] mean 
the tree spanned by the set of nodes (i.e. p(n, t) is the tree ! cut to length n). Then 
( T, p) is a projection space. 
(3) Given a set A define p:N,xA+A by p(n,a)=a for all nEN, and aEA. 
Then (A, p) is a projection space; p is called a discrete projection. 
Next WP introduce the metric that is induced by the projection of a projection 
en...... ,..,,rt- ,-L--_- _Cfl___-l_ space (A, p) and eal !y VYC! -1 rr^u-.^----_L ^--*3rrylnA PLlrs IIulIu::=i 01 Lauuly seq-LieiKe iifiu Lun~vGl~clIl scyuclrLc 
to projection spaces. 
Recall that a metric on a set X is 8 fr_;~qtia~q d : .x x ?;’ i . , (R densti~g the real 
numbers) with, %r all X, JJ E X, 
x = y, 
(X, &td’(z,y) for all ZE (triangle itiegualiry). 
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If the triangle inequality can be replaced by the sharper inequality d(x, y) s 
max(d(x, z), a( z, y)} for all z E X, then d is called an ultrametric. 
3 (standard metric). Given a projection space (A, p) the projec- 
tion p induces an ultrametric d on A, called the standard metric, given by d(a, b) = 
2- i(a,h) - rf a#b and d(a,bj= 0 ifa=b (a,bEA) wherei(a,b)=min{n:p(n,a)# 
pin, b)); (A, d) is called ( ultra-)metric space corresponding to (A, p). 
4. Ciiven a projection space (A, p), then a sequence (a,,),,, l\l, at, E A, is 
(1) Cauchy in (A,p) if VrnEN! 3nc Vk E N p(m, a,) = p(m, an+,& 
(2) convergen. with limit a E A, written lim, a,, = a ir” Vm E N, 3n E 
P(9 4 = Ph au+d; 
(3) (A, p j is called complete projection space if each Cauchy sequence in (A, p) 
converges in (A, p). 
Of coursei Cauchy sequences in (A, p) and convergent sequences in (A, p) are 
equivalent to Cauchy sequences and convergent sequences in the corresponding 
ultrametric (resp. topological) space. 
.5. Given a projection space (A, p) with standard metric d and a sequence 
(a,,),,,,, a,, E A, then 
(1) (a,,),,,. is Cauchy in (A, p) if and only if it is Cauchy in (A, d j; 
(2) b,, jm x is convergent with limit a in (A, p) if and only if it is convergent with 
limit a in (A, d); 
(3) (A, p) is a co,mpiete projection space if and only if (A, d) is complete ( metric 
space). 
Now we can formulate the relation between projection spaces and ultrametric 
spaces. 
1.6. For every projection space (A, p) the space (A, d ), where a’ is the 
metric, is ultrametric. Conversely for every ultrametric space ( IJ, d) there 
is a function p: N, x ZJ + U so that (U, p) is a projection space and the given 
ultrametric d is the same as t standard metric d’ induced by p. To define thk 
projection choose for each n E a system of representatives n of the e@vaIence 
&isses E!(n,a):={b~A:d(a,b)<2-“}, with W,,cR,,+,. Then p(n,a):=a,,E 
(n, a,,) (see Es]). 
The next step is the construction of the corn 
As elements of the co etion we take sequent 
cakd projective sequ ces, and the nth projection of’ a 
a I? 7 I19 ’ ’ ’ 1. 
‘ection space (A, p ). 
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efinitisra I.7 (zxrqdorlon cJr __ g J a ro’ection space by standard construction). Given a 
projection spzce (A, p), then the standard construction (Ax, p”) is defined by 
Am 1 L = ((a,),,,: a,, E A and pin, a,,,) = a,, for 211 n E 
p‘= : N1 x A” + A”, p”(k, (a,)& = (p(k, an))nat l
. The standard construction (A”, p”) is 2 completion of (A, p); see Fact 1.9. 
For technical reasons we state the following lemma. 
ma 5.8. Let a E A and (a,,),,,, E A‘; then we have 
(1) PCS an) = a,, if n s kandp(k, an) = ak {fn > k; 
(2) (a,&, is Cauchy in (A, p); 
(3) lim,* p( n, a) = a. 
Fact 1.9 (completion). Given a projection space (A, p), then the standard constmction 
(A”, pW) is a projection space and completion of (A, p); i.e. (A”, p”) is a smallest 
complete projectr’on space containing an isomorphic copy of (A, p). 
0. In the case of 2 discrete projection space (A, p), i.e. pin, a j = a for 
all n E N, , a E A, we have A* = A by the isomorphism i(a) = (a),,, . Since the 
standard metric d of (A, p, ’ is discrete a sequence is Cauchy in (A, d) if 2nd only 
if it is eventually constant. 
Next we d fi e__ne the morphisms of projection spaces and state some of their 
properties. 
1.11. Given projection spaces (A,, p,), (A,, p2), a function f: A, + A, is 
called 
(1) 2 projection morphism 
(2) projection compatible 
p,(n,f(W. 
n E N1 Qa E 4 f(p,(n, a)) =p2(n, f(a)), 
if Qn E Nj Qa, b E A, p&n, a) =p,(n, b)-+ p(n, f(e)) = 
.12. Given projection spaces (A, , p,), (A?, pJ and a function f : ,A, + A?, then 
we have 
(I) $f is a projection morphism then f is projection compatible, (the converse does 
not hold); 
(2) iff is projection compatible then f is monotone relative to the standard metric, 
i.e. Qa, b E A, dz( j(a), f(b)) s d,(a, b); 
(3) [f-f is projection compatible then f is continuous, i.e. for any convergent sequence 
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(5 ) projections are projection morphisms, i.e. for A = A, = A2 , p = p1 = pz we have 
Ph Pb, -H = Ph Ph 4). 
As morphisms for a category of projection spaces, we do not take the continuous 
functions but projection morphisms resp. projection compatible morphisms (see 
Definition 1.1 l), each of which form a proper subclass of the class of continuous 
f;nnctions. Projection morphisms correspond to the algebraic structure of p;djection 
spaces, i.e. if we consider ( Aj, pi) as algebras (Ai, 1, pi), then a projection morphism 
J: (A,, p,) + (AZ, p2) is an algebra homomorphism. Projection compatibIe morph- 
isms are continuous functions with an additional compatibility property (compare 
Definition 2.1(2)( ii)). 
It is clearthat ~c*,T:G-;;+;,, -iit,%=~h!=~~~ FGCGG-<+:~,-%?., ---;-fit:-- z.s= 
1 WJbbCLUll 1llU1~11131113 I baybb,Ll V G;ry pr u;cu1u11 wxpatibk zmrpbisii7s 
are preserved under composition and that the identities are projection morphisms, 
hence projection spaces together with projection (compatible) morphisms d&me a 
category. 
A3 (category of projection spaces). Given the class of projection spaces and 
morphisms as defined in Ce$nition 1 .l 1 we obtain categories 
(1) with projection morphisms, called 
(2) with projection compatible morph 
is a subcategory of 
Now that the categories of projection spaces are defined we can state one of the 
central results of this section. 
(universal completion, projective limit). ( ‘1) Given a projection space 
e standard construrtion (Ax, P’~) is a universal completion of (A, p) in 
,Ti and also in P i.e. there is an injective projection morphism i : A, + A” so 
that for any complete projection space ( B, q) and projection ( compatible) morphism 
f: A + B there is a unique projection (compatible) morphism f: A” + B with f 0 i =J 
(2) Definep:N, x A *-+ A bvn(n, (nk)k-l) = a, ;then (A”, (p(n._)L: .I) isaprqiec- 
tiTe limit of the diagram 
i 
in each of the categories i. e. _ for each proiection space ( 
with a farnil> of projection (compatible) morphisms ,t;, : B + A ( n E 
p(ri,-) of,+, =.fii there is unique projection (~~rn~at~b~e) morphis 
p(n,_) of =jfn for a!! n E 
As second presupposition for the fixe 
ejection spaces, compatible wi at of a contraction in t 
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Banach’s fixed-point thea3;em sta- *e= that if X is a comnkte metric space and 
f: X + X is a contraction, then the sequence (J”(x)),,, for any x E X converges 
to a fixed point x* off (i.e. f(x*) = x”) and this fixed point is unique. 
Parts (2) and (3) of the 
rate of convergence of this 
following definition are used for statements about the 
sequence. 
nition ( con traction 
and a 
(1) 
in a projectton space). Given a projection space (A, p) 
function T: A + A, then T is called 
contraction in (A, p) if Va, b E A Vn E 
(2) 
(3) 
~(1, T(a)) = p(1, T(b)), 
p(n,a)=p(n, b)+p(n+l, T(a))=p(n+l, T(b)), 
projection faithfir if Wa E A Vn E I p(n, T”+‘(a)) =p(n, T”(a)); 
faithfully convergent if Va E A 3a* E A a* = lim, T”(a) /\ Vn E PJ, p(n, a*) = 
P@, T”WJ- 
emark. (1) T is a contraction in (A, p) if and only if d( T(a), T(b)) si l &a, bj 
for all a, b c A, w.~,~, . h-rp d ic the ctsnciard metrir rrf (_A_, p). i” \.-4 ___________ _-__j____l __ 
(2) If T is a contraction then T is continuous. 
(3) A # $3 in the definition ensures that every contraction in a complete projection 
space has a unique fixpoint, whereas 8 : 8 + 8 has none. 
The following implications hold in projection spaces 
but not in general metric spaces. This is also valid for 
(Theorem l.iij. 
resp. ultrametric spaces 
the fixed-point theorem 
act Given a projection space (A, p) and a function T: A + A, then we have 
( 1) if T is projection faithful, then the seauenre ( T”(a )),& S is Cauchy for al/ a E A; 
(2) if T is faithfully convergent, then T is projection faithful; 
(3) if T is projecticn faithful and A is complete than T is faithfully convergent; 
(4) ij T is faithfully convergent and con?inuous, then a* is a fixed point of T. 
As resu!t of the previous definitions and facts we are now ready to state the 
following theorem. 
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The intention of projection specifications is to extend the given combined 
specifications, consisting of data type and process specifications, by projections for 
each sort to prepare the construction of a complete algebra. Since 
1 the projection specification must contain the specification 
= 
sorts natl 
opns 1: +natl 
succ : nat 1 + nat 1 
min: natl natl + natl 
eqns for all m, n in nat 1: 
min( n, 1) =T 
min(1, n)= 1 
min(succ( n), succ( m)) = succ(min( n, m)) 
Projection algebras are algebras of projection specifications such that each base 
____-- set is a projection space and each operation is projection compatible. To emurt: 
that the constraints that guarantee the projection space properties respect the nat 
reduct of a projection algebra the projection specification is not allowed to contain 
additiona! operatioii symbols with range nat 1. Since the projection C*WP *rn*~i~c vyuvr r-” VP”.7 C.W” 
must hold for each base set we are only concerned with nonparameterized 
specifications here. The theory for parameterized specifications with appropriate 
Gonstraints is outside the scope of this paper. The definitions of completion by 
standard construction and the facts about universal completion and projective limit 
are carried Jver from projection spaces to projection algebras. 
nition 2.1 (projection speci$cation and projection algebra). (1) A projection 
specification SPEC = (S, OP, E) is an algebraic specification with 
(i) SPKC 2 natl; 
(ii) for each sort s E S there is an operation symboi ps : nat i s + s E OP, and pnatl 
is discrete, i.e. pnatl (n, k) = k for all n, k in nat 1; 
(iii) natl Brange(OP- ((pnatl : natl natP + natl) u OP( ))), i.e. there are no -_ 
operation symbols N : sl - l l in OP except the ection pnatl and the 
operation symbols from 
(iv) if tl = t2 E E - E(natl) then sort( tl) # natl; i.e. there are no additiona; 
equations between nat 1 -terms. 
(2) A projecrion-SPlX’-algebra is an algebra of the s 
(i) (& psA) is a prtijection space for all s E S; 
(ii) the operations P+J4 are projection co 
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where A, 3 are projection-5l-%C-algebras and jAat, is an isomorphism. 
(4) A constrained projection specification CSPEC = (S, OP, E, C) is a projection 
specification SPEC = (S, OP, E) togeth,. or with constraints C corresponding to the 
properties defined in (2): C = Cl v C2 w C3 v C4, where 
Cl, : Vn,mE l ifx E s psb, pdm, x)) = ps(minh 4, x), Cl = UFc ,{Cl ,I, 
c2, : Vx,yEs (VnEN,ps(n,x)=ps(n,y)+x=y), C2 = u.~rswzJr 
ps,dk N&l,. . . , an)) = ps,& AL(pslA(S al), . . . , pdk an)H, 
c3=u N&C3NI’ 
C4 = (initial specification nat!} (algebraic constraint). 
Fact 2.2. (1) If SPEC is a projection specification then SPEC is a conservative extension 
cf natl, i.e. ( TSPECLI = LW - 
(2) A is a projection-SPEC-algebra 
(3) If f : A + B is a ho.mo.mo:aphism 
for all s E S is a projection morphism. 
if and only if A is a CSPEC-algebra. 
of projection-SPEC-algebras, then J: : A,$ + B., 
Remark 2.3. (1) It is of course intended to construct projection specifications SPEC 
with equations for the projections in such a way that the usual initial algebra 7&i, 
is already a projection-SPEC-algebra, i.e. TsPEc. E Cat(CSPEC). 
(2) Since the nat -part of a projection-SPIT-algebra only serves as domain for 
the projections and is not allowed to be used by the other operations, we could also 
define projections to be a family of functions (ps, . * s + s),,, N, instead of one function 
s: nat 1 s + s. We preferred the latter version since it provides finite signatures. 
) The projections pA(k,_f : A + A need not be homomorphisms :?f projection- 
C-algebras, since in general 
wdk N&L.. . , an)) f N,(psl.(k, al), . . . , psnA(k, an)). 
In [8j it is shown that the categories ,,, and are closed under products, 
whence an operation of a projection-SPEC-algebra iA : As1 Y - * 1 Y A,,l + A, can 
be considered as :: function of one projection space into another. We do not demand 
that I’$ shall be a projection morphism, for this would exclude for example the 
sincep(l, @ l l2) = g f g l b =p(L a) l PO. h? 
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e specification iG@$iiZtj iS ii piojsciion specification. 
1 
I 
(for all s E sortd 
eqns for all n in natl; for all x in s: 
ps( n, x) = x (for all s # proc) 
at1 ; for all a & act; for all X, y h proc: 
pproc(n, a) = a 
pproc(l, g l x) = a 
pproc(n -I- II, a l x) = q l pproc( n, x) 
pproc( n, x + y) = pproc( n, x) -I- pproc( n, y ) 
The semantics of a constrained projection specification is again given by an initial 
algebra, whereas in general it is not sure whether a category defined by a specification 
wit”lr constraints has an initial algebra. 
(initial projection-SPEC-algebra). Given a projection speciJication SPEC, 
then the category Cat(CSPEC) of projection-SPEC-aigebras has an initial object 
T CSPEC = T SPEC/ = f 9 where =rC is the congruence generated by the constraints C. 
Since the base sets of a projection-SPEC-algebra are projection spaces, tke 
completion of a projection space by standard construction (see Definition 1.7) can 
be carried over to algebras. 
ition 2.6 (completion of a projection-SPEC-algebra by standard construction). 
(1) Given s projection-SPEC-algebra A = ((A,),,,, ( NA)NcOP), then the standard 
construction A” = ((A:),, S _, ( I’++) NcOP ) is defined by AT = (A,)” (= completion of 
the projection space (A$, p,) by standard construction), and 
Icr,-((iii,),,, , . . . , (mhd = (ps&, N,Wk, . . . , andh l 
(2) For n 2 1, define the nth approximation A” = ((Ay),is, (N&M& of (A, p) 
b!f 
A: = { psA( n, a): a E A}, 
_ rn , 
N,(p&(n, aij,. . . , psicA(~g, ak)) = psA(fi, ~++~(a;., . .  , iik)); 
and define the mapping pin,_) : A” + A” by p(“, (a& .l) = Q,, 
7 ( 1) Since pnat, is discrete, the base set nat % A is not c .I.
standard construction. ence we write n inztezd 
(2) The projections psAX are operations of 
ps~-(k, (aj)j7I)=(PSAtk ci)?, l-s-rlli- ;k - 
. 
;C t-bfi~~p;A~.~~ \uiih ihp, t-imGlpiitn.ps nq si Ix oi-vPn m, 9 a_*--DC CIBlcl W”~ET~~~UV” ,,.,an C.&b UIa.anaC.V=. VI f 8‘. --- 
in a 
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(3) The factorizaikrl corresponding to the constraint C2 that guarantees AIP, . 
the second projection space property (see the proof of Theorem 2.5) is automatically 
done by the standard constrtztion since it only uses the projections of elements of 
(A,&. (Compare the proof of Fact 1.5, tifst part.) 
(universal completion and projective limit). Given a projection-SPEC- 
algebra A, thex for the standard construction A” we have 
II\ Am ’ 
\=/ d1 iS CS;;;i;iGZ yi,.;l;i~il-SP~~-ci~~~r~; 
(2) A” is zaniversai comp!eiion ojr A in Cat(SPEC), i.e. there is a hom~~morphism 
of projection-SPEC-algebras i : A-* A” so that for any complete projection-SPEC- 
algebra B and homomorphism of projection-SPEC-algebras f : A -: I3 there is a unique 
homomorphism of projection-SPEC-algebras [: A” + B with f 0 i = f r, 
(3) A” is projection-SPEC-algebra, p is a homomorphism of projection-SPEC- 
algebras and (A”, (@Lo),,,, ) is projective limit of the diagram 
fl+1 A’<-j&--..tA”<-A +... 
I’( I.-) p( Il._) 
i.e. for each prqjection-SPEC-nl~~bra B ?eg&2r with Q family of homomorphisms of 
projection-SPEC-algebrasf;, : B * A” (n E N,) with p,(n,_) oft+, = fn there is a unique 
homomorphism of projection-SPEC-algebras f : B + A” with p(n,_) 3 f = fk for ah 
nEN,. 
Corollary 2. (initial complete projection-SPEC-algebra). Givetr a projection 
spcci$cation SPEC and initial projection-SPEC-algebra T‘.,,,, , then the completion 
of ‘T&,,. by? standard construction ( TcSP& is initial in the category of complete 
projection-SPEC-algebras CatCompl(CSPEC). 
(semantics and correctness ojb’ a projection specijication). Given a 
projection specification SPEC, then 
(1) the (complete initial projection algebra) semantics CTspEC of SPEC is the 
comp!ete initial projection-SPFC-algebra ( &--PEC)ir, i.e. CTspEC = ( 7&pEc)W; 
(2) (i) SPEC is correct, if TspEC z TCSPEC, i.e. the initial algebra TspEC satisfies the 
constraints defined in Definition 2.1(4); 
(ii) if SPECO is a specification and SPEC 2 SPECO, then SPEC is correct w.r. t. 
SPEGO !f SPEC 1 SPECO is a conservative extension, i.e. ( ?&~~c)sp~cO = TspECo. 
pie 2. (semantics of prob 
CTprobpa(natj=A:= Mtat,Agate, Am, Aproc, Anat,, L-J -).A, +R:~,_A- (PSALS) . 
(For notational convenience we drop the index A and the underscore _ .) 
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_/Izi,, i the set of finite processes, is defined recursively by (Gi ! n) E AZ,,,? and if 
.&EA;~~~, k=l,..., m, then C (Gij ! 5) + 1 (Gik, n!.) l X!\ c ,$,, (where one of the 
sums may be empty). i-lence Aproc= {(a, jnz, ipproc,Jn, u,+, j = a,) and Anat, = 
({I, 2,3,. . .), 1, Y, min) = 
e the projection pprocA =: p again first for the finite processes x = 
C Qj +C bk 0 Xk, with (Gij ! nj) = aj, (Gik, n,) = bk : 
pO(I,C ai+C bk* X,>=C bk, 
p~(m%a,Gaj+Cbk*X~)=Caj+~bli*p’(m,X~~); 
Pb, (aAd = (p”(m, an)),,~l l 
The other n~o;e~tin~c F’ J Q~P Jicprete and the definitions of the remaining operations Y ‘“a*.3 u.anw U.“I. 
can be taken directly from the equations of ret 
Thr proofs of 
(i) ~(4, ph, A) = g(miMh ,4),-L 
(ii) + and l are projection compatible, 
are also given in the Appendix. 
recess specifications in corn lete projection alge 
The projection specification SPEC defined in the previous section will now be 
enriched by signature and ~flllatiflfir- fnr the recursive processes procl, . . . , procn. “Ypui-W-W-_-” a _- 
The equatic n system defines an operator T on the space of all projection compatible 
functions of complete projection-SPEC-algebras that fit to the signature of 
procl, . . . , procn. 
If the recursive process specification is correct, i.e. if T is a contraction, then the 
semantics is given by (( TcSPEc)x, PROC), where ( Tc.SPEC.)X is the completion by 
standard construction of the initial projection-SPEC-algebra TcySPEc. and PROC is 
the unique fixed point of T. The semantics (( TC‘SPEC) ‘Ix9 PROC) is again initial in 
the category of complete projection-RECSPEC-aigebras. 
nitisn 3.1 ( recursive process specijca tion ECSPEC). Given a projection 
specification SF EC, then a recursive process spec$catiorP RECSPEC based on S 
is a specificatio:a 
RECSPEC = SPEC + 
opns proci : sid l - 9 simi + si 
eqns proci(xil, . . . , ximij = Ti (i = _---. 
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-3 
3 dam pa(nafi) is . I reciwswg process cpPcVjrntifln b533ed spz TWB~~~~~~\ --__v- _ -- y. -Ypw\..“.f. 
mat) + 
GplS P : n-4 gate gate + proc 
eqns for all n b nat; for all gl, g2 h gate: 
P(n, g’l, 92) = 
(gl !n) l P(n+ 1, gl, g2)+ 
(g2!n+l)+(n,gl,g2) 
Next we define the domain for the operator T 
efinition 3.3. Given RECSPEC as above and a projection-SPEC-algebr;d A, then 
(1) Homi(A):={fi:A$‘,x l l l x Az,,,i + AZ : f i is projection compatible} together 
with pHi : ?$ x Homi(A) + ‘iiomi(A) defined by 
pHi(k, fi)(ail,..., aimi) := psj,_,m( k, fi( ail, . . e , aimi)) 
for i=l,..., n is called ith process space; 
(2) Horn(A):= Homl(A) >i. l l l x Homn(A) together with pH: IN, x Horn(A) + 
Horn(A) defined by 
PWG (f 1, l l - ,fn)):=(pHl(Sfl),..., pHn(k,*fn)) 
is called process space. 
If it is possible to define operations on the given projection-SPEC-algebra A that 
fulfih the equations for procl, . . . , procn, then they are aiready contained in Horn(A). 
Thus Horn(A) serves as domain for the operator T that is defined by the equations 
(see Definition 3.5 below) and the solution is obtained by the unique fixed point 
z? T. Rut first we have to shove *b-p ~~~~ A? v- v LuaL ~~~~~~~~~ is a ionipiete projection space. 
Fact 3.4. 7”he ith process space (Homi( A), pHi) for i = 1, . . . 2 n and the process space 
(Horn(A), pH) I are complete projection spaces. 
Now we are ready to define the operator T 
ition 3.5. (1) Given a recursive process specification RECSPEC based on a 
projection specification SPEC and a projection-SPEC-algebra A, then the operator 
T,:Hom(A)+Hom(A) is defined by f=(fl,..., fra)+T(f)-f=(fl,..., fn) - - 
where _fi(sril,. . . , aimi) = assi( ?;.), (i = 1, c . . , n) and assi is the unique extension 
of the assignment function ass : Xi + (A”, f 1, . . . ,$I) defined by assi(xij) = aij, 
(j = 1,. . . , mi). 
bl’l ( is a contraction (see Definition 1.15). 
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act 3.9. Given a recursive process speci$cation RECSPEC and a projection-SPEC- 
algc*bra A. If RECSPEC is contracting then the operator TA has a uniquejxed point 
PROC E Horn(A). 
If RECSPEC is a correct recursive process specification based on a projection 
specification SPEC, then we can extend each projection-SPEC-algebra A to a 
complete projectio+RECSPEC-algebra using A and the additional equation system 
for the recursive processes only. First A is completed by standard construction to 
A”, then A” is enriched by the unique fixed point PROC of the operator TA, which 
is given as limit of the sequence (T”(f )),,rK for arbitrary f~ Horn(A). Take as 
starting point, for example, any constant function &, which is always contained in 
Hom( A). If we are interested in the nth projection (i.e. the nth finite approximation) 
of PROC, then the fixed-pcint theorem for projection spaces states that this nth 
projection is reached after n applications of TkI to fO. 
Theorem 3.8. If RECSPEC is a contracting recursive process specification based on 
a projection speciJication SPEC, A a projection-SPEC-algebra and PROC = 
(PROCl,. . . , PROCn) the UniqueJixedpoint ufTA, then (A”, PROCl,. . . , PROCn) 
is a complete projection RECSPEC algebra, ie. (Am, PP.OCl, . . . , PROCir ) E 
CatCompl(CRECSPEC). 
If we take . \ to be initial in Cat(CSPEC), i.e. A = Tc.SPE.., then the construction 
given above yields an initial algebra in CatCompl(CRECSPEC), hence we can again 
define an init:al algebra semantics for the recursive process specification RECSPEC. 
(initial. algebra in CatCompl(CRECSPEC)). Let TcSPE- be initial in 
the category of projection-SPEC-algebras Cat(CSPEC), RECSPEC, A and PROC as 
in the previous theorem, then 
CTRFcsp&- (( TCSPECJN, PROCl,. . . , PROCn) 
is initial algebra in the category of complete projection- ECSPECaLgebras 
CatCompl(CRECSPEC). 
As result we give the definition of the semantics of RECS 
nitis (semantics and correctness of 
ocess specification RECSPEC, then the i 
correct if it is contracting. 
iven a recursive 
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le 3J 1 (semantics of recb a(W). The semantics of ree ~a~~at~ is the seman- 
tics of p~Qb~a(~at) with an additional operation P. To define P have to dev4op 
the sequence 17 “UhN, where .h E Hand ~rnPpntnef& w Tprubpo(nail)l = 
{f : A,,, x Agate x A,,,, + Aproc if is projection compatible}. 
First we show that recbpa(nat) is correct, i.e. T is a contraction. Let f~ 
Hom( Tprobp~~natj), then 
T(f)(n, Gi, Gj)=(Gi!n) -f(n+l,Gi, Gj)+(Gj!n+l) n f(n, Gi, Gj) 
and 
pproc,(l, T(f)(n, Gi, Gj))=(Gi!n)+(Gj!n+l) 
is independent off; now let J’; g s Hom( Tprobpa(natI) with PH(m,f) = pH(m, g), then 
pproc,‘,m+l, T(f)(n, Gi,Gj))=pproc,(m+l,(Gi!n) l f(.y!+l, G!, Gj) 
+(Gj!n+l) l f@, Gi, Gj)) 
=(G-i!n?.pprocA(m,f(n+l,Gi,Gj)) 
+(Gj!n+l) l pproc~(mJ(rr, Gi, Gj)) 
=(Gi!n) l pprocA(m,g(n+l, Gi, Gj)) 
+ (q ! n + 1) . pproQ(m, g(n, _Gi . Gj)) 
= pprocA!rn + 1, T(g)( n, Gi, Gj)). 
Thus T is a contraction and recb a(nat) is correct. (We remarh that in Bergstra’s 
BPA, PA (Process Algebra) and ACP (Algebra of Communicating Processes), an 
equation system defines a contraction if and only if it is guarded, provided there is 
more than one action.) 
AS an example we develop the third approximation pproc,.,(3, P( n, Gi, Gj)) of 
the process P(n, Gi, Gj) (compare the actiontree resp. processgraph given in the 
introduction). 
~(f)(~,Gi,Gj)=(Gi!n)*f(n+l,Gi,Gj)+(GjP.n+l)~f(n,Gi,Gj), 
T*( f )(n, Gi, Gj) 
=(Gi!n)[(Gi!n+1) *f(n+2, Gi,Gj)+(Gj!n+2) l f(n+l, Gi, Gj)] 
+(Gj!n+l)[(Gi!n) l f(n+l. Gi, Gj)+(Gj!n+l) l f(n, Gi, Gj)], 
T"(f)@, Gi, (3) 
= i!n)[(Gihfl)[(Gi!n+2) e fW-3, Gi, Gj) 
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+(Gj!n+2) l f(n+l, Gi, Gj)]] 
+(GjYn+l)[(Gi !ii)[(Gi!n+l) *f(n+2, Gi, Gj) 
+(Gj!n+2)*f(n+l,Gi,Gj)] 
+(Gj!n+l)[(Gi!n) l .f(n+l, Gi, Gj)+(Gj!n+l) l f(n, Gi,Gj)]], 
pprw(3, T3(f)(n9 Gi9 Gj)) 
9 
=(Gi!n)[(Gi!n+l)[(Gi!n+2) 
+(Gj!n+3)]+(Gj!n+2)[(Gi!n+l)+(Gj!n+2)]] 
+(Gj!n+l)[(Gi!n)[(Gi!n+l) 
+(Gj!n+2)]+(GjIn+l)[(Gi!n)+(Gj!n+l)]]. 
Recursive process specifications RECSPEC => SPEC are yet very restrictive, for they 
allow only one equation for each process. What we actually need is compatibility 
of the enrichment with the completion of the initial algebras. 
d&ion 3.12 (continuous enrichment). Given projection specifications SPEC = 
(S, OP, E) and SPECl = (S, OPl, E i) with OPl 2 OP, El 2 E, then SPECl is called 
cominuous ewichment ot” SPEC if the complete initial projection-SPEC-algebra 
CT&(. is isomorphic to the SPEC-reduct of the complete initial projection-SPEQ 
algebra CTspFcl , i.e. CT&~ = ( C7”PE(.I)SPE~. 
Continuous enrichment is in fact a generalization of recursive process 
specifica:&. 
Fact 3.83. [f RECSPEC is contracting, then RECSPEC 2 S EC is a continuous 
enrichment. 
In the ftxther development, it is intended to ust: any continuous enrichment 
SPECI of SPEC for process specifications, not oniy recursive process specifications 
RECSPEC. 
. Conclusio 
Specification of processes means specification of infinite objects. In topological 
continuous allgebra j 
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projection-algebras with continuous operations contain solutions of recursive 
equation systems, provided the associated operator T is a contraction. ( 
and Klop’s BPA, F,“\ and ACP for example this condition holds for guarded 
equational systems, i.e. systems where each process variable in the right-hand side 
of an equation is guarded by an atomic prefix action (see [3]).) The fixed point of 
T can be obtained as limit of the sequence (TY_fn)),+ 
Summary of recursive process specifka tions 
Starting with the combined specification SPECO = process( ata) with initial algebra 
semantics two ftirther steps lead to the recursive process specification RECSPEC: 
(1) projection specification with constraints CSPEC 2 SPEC 2 SPECO 
correctness: SPEC 1 SPECO is conservative extension and TspEc. s T&PEC., 
semantics: C7&EC = ( T&& = ( 7&Ec, Z-c)*; 
(2) recursive process specification RECSPEC 1> SPEC 
correctness: RECSPEC contracting, 
Se”4?W?1 tics - CT 
(PROCl l 
1 RECSPEC &( CTsPEC, PROCl,. . . , PROCn), where PROC = 
, . . . , PROCn) is the unique fixed point of T&_. 
The theory developed so far is stiii restricted to unparameterized combined data 
type and process specifications as starting point for the recursive process 
specification. But the choice of appropriate constraints seems to fill thts gap nreserv- 
ing the initiality of TspEc,=c. in Cat(CSPEC). Further recursive speci5cations shall 
bc replaced by continuous enrichments and the lFifi.sie tl?~ry shal! be carried over 
to parameterized specifications (see [ 111) and furthermore to module specifications, 
that contain parameterized specifications as a special case (see [S, lo]). 
As an application we intend to specify kinds of process algebras in the sense of 
Bergstra et al., corresponding to Milner’s axioms for communicating processes. The 
concrete part without internal actions seems to cause no problems; it is still an open 
question, however, whether there are topological (resp. projection-algebra) models 
for processes with abstraction T. Graph models for processes with T given in [3] 
turned out not to fuifill the approhirnation ihduction principle APP. But this condition 
is also intended to be dropped in our theory, when other conditions for the existence 
of unique limits can be given. 
endix 
.a. It is immediate that d(a, b $2 0, d(a, b) = 0 if and only if a = 6, 
(6, a). So we need to prove that d(a, c)~max{d(a, b), d(b, c)} for 
all a, b, CE A. If a = b or b = c the assertion holds, so let i(a, b) = m snd i(b, c) = n; 
then p(k, c) = p(k, b) fir , . . , ply! - 1 ar?d (k,c) for k=l,...,Z-1; 
hence p(k,, a) =p(k, c) hr - V’..‘) 
S 
(a, c)s2- rrln(r(u,ht,ith,c.I) I ax{d(a, b), W, cl). 
(2) 
(3) 
roof 
(2) 
(3) 
POOf 
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where [(aj)j;-l]n = O,,, hence pa is well defined. The first projection space property 
is given by 
0% PYm, (aA,)) =pa(n, (p(m, ak)JA = (p(n, p(m, a&)bl 
= (p(min(n, 4, ak))Azl =pa(min(n, m), aA-J 
and for the second projection space property we have the following sequence of 
implications: 
b E N1 pS(n, WA =p% (MkA 
* vn E N1 (p(n, arc!)k-l = (p(n, bk))hzl 
1 p(fl, ad = p(n, bh) 
(Note that we did nst IJS~ the second projection space property of (A, p!-! 
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. ( 1) The following formulations are equivalent: 
(alcN is Cauchy in (A, dj, 
VE>O3nENVkE d(a,, an+kj < E, 
WmE i(a,, a,+& m, 
wm E p(m, a,) =p(m, a,,,kj; 
the FoIlowing formulations are equivalent: 
(%)W h is convergent with limit a in (A, ir” ), 
&>03nENVkE d(a, a,,+lij < E, 
nENVkEN i(a,a,+&-m, 
VkeN p(m,a)=p(m,a,,,,); 
ibli0vls from ( 1). q 
of Lemma 1.8. (1) Case ns k: p(k, a,,)=p(k,p(n, a,,+,J)=p(n, a,,+,)=a”. 
Case n>k: (k P , a,) =pW,pb - 1, a,,)) = PR a,_,) = l 9 9 =pW, ak+J = es 
By (I) we have for each nEN,p(k,alij=p(k,ak+,,j. 
Letk~N,andn~k;thenp(k,p(n,a))=p(k,a),hencea=lim,,p(n,a). Cl 
act 1.9. First we show that (A”, p”) is projection space 
p(% Ep”(k, (ai)jzII,,+I) =p(n, P(k, a,,+ 1)) =P(k, P(n, %+I)) 
=P(k a,,) = ZI p”(k (ai)i--,)IDtT 
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Secondly we show that (A”, p”) is a completion of (A, p). Define i : A + A” by 
i(a) = (p(n, a)),,, - Since p(n, [i(a)],+,) =p(n, p(n+ 1, a)) =p(n, a) = [i(a)],, i is 
well defined. Pn the sequel we show that i is isometric (i.e, preserves distances 
correspunding to the standard metric), i(A) is dense in A” (i.e. each element of 
A” is a limit of a sequence in i(A)) and that A” is complete, whence the assertion 
follows. 
(i) P% i(a)) =p% i(W) . 1s e 9 uivalent to p( k, a) = p( k, 6) for all k = 1, . . . , n 
and this is equivalent to p( n, a) = p(n, b,; hence i is isometric. 
(ii) Let (Q&~ E A”, n, m E 1 then 
= ( p(n, p(k, a;, )))b, =p% (adk,,); 
hence (a&, = lim, i(ak) in (A”: p”) and i(A) is dense in A”; 
(iii) Let (arz),zeN = ((a:))izl),,cIN with a: E A be a Cauchy sequence in (A‘“, pr), i.e. 
Win! 3t;(m) Wk px(& a@““) = px(m, aqO”)+li); 
this is equivalent to VW 3q( m) Vk V’s m ~~““’ r aT’r”irA. It is possibk to choose 
the sequence q(m) so that it is nondecreasing. Now define b,, = azl(‘?‘, for m 2 I a Since 
we have (b,,, I,,, 2 1 E Ax. NOW we prove that (b,, ),,, 31 is the limit of ((a; jj zI)ncN: 
( b,8l),)1 _-,= lim,, (a;)! -, is equivalent to 
vk 3n Wm p”(k, (bj)j,,) =p”(k, (al’“‘)j,,) 
which is equivalent to Wk 3n Wm Vj s k bj = a;+‘“. Choosing n = q(k) completes the 
proof. Cl 
.12. (1) Let neN,, a, &A with p,(n, a)=p,(n, b), then 
pl(n,.fW) =.ftp,( n, a)) =f(p,h W) =pzhf(W); 
(2) d,(a, b) = 2-” implies p,(k, a) =p,(k, 6) for k= 1,. . . , n-l, hence 
p2(k,f~a))=pz(Sf(~)) for k=l,...,n-1 and finally d,(f(a),f(b))a2-“; 
(3) continuity follows directly from monotony; 
(4 i-9: pIin, 4 =p,jn,p,(n, a)) impiles pz(n, f(a)) -=pJn, f(p,(n, a))), 
(c): let p,( n, a) = p,( n, 6); then 
P*(%S(a)B = Pk4f(P,( 4 a))) = P2hf(P,l% W) = p*(n,f@H; 
(4) c:(- ~,~--,~iu,-~-.~p(min(m, n),_) =p(n,p(m,_)). 0 
e correspondirig Theorem 
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asis step: (1) p( q T”+‘(a)) = p( n, T”(a)). Induction step: 
p(n, T”+“(a)) =p(n, T”+l( T”-‘(a))) =p(n, T’*( T”-‘(a))) 
= p(n, T’j’k4 (0 = ph, TW); 
(2) p(n, T”+’ (a)) = pb, p(n + 1, T”+‘(a))) =p(n, p(n + 1, a”)) =p(n, a*) = 
ph T”(4); 
(3) (T”(a)) ,IcrN converges since it is Cauchy and Vn3kp( n, a*) = p( n, T”‘“(a)) = 
pb, T”(a)); 
(4) T(a*) = T(Gim,, T’*(a)) = lim,, T”“(a) = a*. 0 
roof of eore ‘7. According to Fact 1.16 and Remark (2) to Definition 1.15 
it remains to be Shpwn that T is nrniectinn faithful] and that a* = lim,, T”(a) is the *. 11 . .._. r’ -2 ___-__- _____ __ _ 
only fixed point of T. The first assertion is proved by induction. Since T is a 
contraction 
~(1, T’(a)) =p(l, TUTa))) =p(l, T(a)), 
and the induction hypothesis p( n, T”(n)) = i;l(n, T”+‘(a)) imp!ies directly 
p(n+l, T”‘“(a))=p(n+l, T”“(a)). 
To prove the second assertion, assume there exists b E A, b P a* with b = T(b). 
Then k = min(n: p( n, a*) # p(n, b)} exists, but since T is a contraction, 
~(1, b) = ~(1, T(b)) =p(l, T(a*N =p(l, a*) 
and p(k-l,b)=p(k-l,a*) implies p(k,b)=p(k, T(b))=p(k, T(a*))=p(k,a”), 
contradicting the definition of k. 0 
__--__ roof of ToieC 2.2. (1) Since the only operation symboi in SPK-nat’n wiih I~II~;F; 
natl is pnat f and pnatl is discrete, the assertion follows; 
(2) follows from part (4) of the definition; 
(3) va E A, vn E ful .tl(ps,&, cl)) =ps~(_L(n)~ L(a)) = ~d~,f,W). 0 
evsem 2.5. Let SPEC = (S, OP, E) be a projection specification, 
Cl§PEC = SPEC+ 
eqns for all n, ,W in natl; for all a ti s: P_ 
ps( n, ps( m,n>> = ps(min( n, wa), a) (for all s E S) 
for all k h natl ; for a 1alinsl;...forallan&sn: 
ps(k, N(a%, . . . , an)) = ps(k, N(psl(k, al), . . . , psn(k, an))) 
(for all 
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Since ClSPEC together with SPEC is equational Cat(C1 SPEC) has an initial algebra 
T -* A 9mA d c ]SPEC -0 a 1 UllY 1 ‘nmt j = X, , sinze the equations for pnatl in CHPEC are derivable 
from pnatl( n, k) = k. Now define a congruence zp on A by a =,, b if 
nat 1 ps(n5a)=ps(nJ9) (a&_/I,), Let NM . ..s~?+sEOP. al +I,... - zp , CCra 
bn, then 
VkEnatl psl(k,a1)==psl(k,bbl),...,psn(k,an)=psn(k,br,), 
hence by projection compatibility of 1-4 
VkEnatl ps(k, N(al,..., an))=ps(k, N(bl,..., bn)) 
and N(a1,. . . , an) y, N(b1,. . . , bn); hence A/ zp E Cat(C2SPEC). Since pnati is 
discrete and according to Definition 2.!( 1 )(iii) there are no additional operation 
symbols with range natl, (A/ =p)..pt, = N, and A/ xP E Cat(CSPEC), 
To show that A/ =tP is initial in Cat(CSPEC), let v : A + A/ y, #n(a) = [a],, be 
the canonical epimorphism and B s Cat(CSPEC). Since A is initial in Cat(ClSPEC) 
there is exactly one morphism f: A + B in Cat(ClSPEC). But a zP b implies 
VnEnatl ps,(n,a)=psA(n, b); hence WnEnatl .f(psa(n.a))=f(ps,(n,b)); then 
Vn E natl pss(n,f(a)) = ps&n,f(b)) and f(a) =,,f(b); hence f is campatible with 
=,,, i.e. there exists a morphism f: Al aP + B in Cat(CSPEC) with so 7r =J Let ._ 
g:Al= P + B be any morphism in Cat(CSPEC), then g 0 rr =f=fo 7~ and since v 
is an epimorphism we have f = g, i.e. f is unique. 0 
roof of eorem 2. . (1) Since the base sets are complete projection spaces by 
definition it only remains to be shown that the operations Nz are well defined and 
projection invariant; and that A” is r71 SPEC-A&M. 
To prove the well-definedness of NA= let psA( k, NA(a lk, . . . , ank)) =: bk, then we 
need to chow that pq,,_[k, +, , ,j 15, : 
= PS& N,(psMk alk+h l l . , psn& cnk+d)i 
= ps,(k, N/&llk, . . . , a&)) = bk. 
The projection compatibility of the operation NAm is equivalent to 
z pS&k, NAr(pslAx(k, (alj)j-I), . *. , ps,x(k, (anj),i31))). 
= (pSA(S PSA(_L NA(alj, l l l 7 anj))))j?, 
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=p~Am(k, NAm((psl(k, aIj))jal, l . l , (ps(k, anj))p,)) = 
ection compatibility is shown. Since A” is a subalgebra of A” (=countable 
direct product of A with itself) and equations are preserved under subalgebras and 
direct products, AocI is a SPEC-algebra. 
(2) (i) First we show that the embedding i : A -3, A* efined by &(a)= 
(ps,(k, a))kz, is a homomorphism of projection-SPEC-algebras: 
i,(N,(aI,. . . , an)) = (ps,i:k, N,(al, . . . , an))),,, 
= (psA(k, N,(psI,(k, al), . . . , psn,(k, an)))),,, 
= NApsUk, at NAZI,. . . , (ps(k, an))& 
=: _fi\-i Ai ini’ 
-ii ‘\ “,5i’\w 1 t , . . . 9 ispl(anj). 
(ii) Now let B be any complete projection-SPEC-algebra and f: A + B a 
homomorphism of projection-SPEC-algebras. Define f: A” + B by fF((ak)kGzl) = 
Gmkf,(ak). Since (ak)kz, is Cauchy in (A,$, p.$), f is cor&uous and &-is complete, 
f is well defined and for all a E A, we have fs(is(a)) = lim,f,(p(k, a)) = 
f,(lim&k, a)) =.L(a), h ence f 0 i =$ It remains to be shown that f is a homomorph- 
ism of projection-SPEC-algebras: 
=limjUps,d j, N,W, l -. , anjj)) 
= 1im.i mdj, N,(.L,(alj), - . . ,_L(aflj))) 
= limj pdj, N,(f,, 0 i,dalj), . . . ,& 0 L(aQ) 
(iii) At last let g : A” + B be any homomorphism of projection-SPEC-algebras 
with g 0 i = f =.fo i. Since g,$ and ji are continuous and i,(& j is dense in A: for a!i 
s E S we have g =f, hence f is unique. 
(3) (i) First weshow that A” is a projection-SPEC-algebra. By definition of the 
operations N&l, p s (n,_) : A + A” is an epimorphism, hence A” is a S A 
Since psA” = ps,t o I)( n, _, ) the projection space properties for A” also hold an 
psA”(k, &A”( a 1, . . . , am )) 
= pSA(k, P+Z, N,II(ali . . . ) am))) 
erations are projection co 
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(ii) Secondly we show that p(N,-): A ‘= + A” is a homomorphism of projection- 
SPEC-algebras: 
pb, Nd!alk9ka1,. . . , Wk9k499 
=p(n, Cm@, J%dalk,. . . , amJ99d 
= psA4 N4bL l . . 9 am,)) 
= NAfl(p(n, (aSk9kz,9 •..,~(n,(amkh~19)~ 
(iii) Since a, =p(n, a,,,) for all (a&.1 E A” we fiave z,..,_) = nlrr 
pA(%-9°~wL-9. 
(iv) Let (B, 4) E Cat(CSPEC), fn : B -, A” E Cat(CSPEC) with pA( n,_) oJ*+, =fn 
(n 2 1). Define_S: B + A” by f(b) = (fn(b))n;-r. i/A\~e,J,+ltuII =*&(5), hencefis =wil II.IY J- /L,\\ 
defined; p(n,f(bl)=f,(b), hence p(n,_)of =fn; 
f(N,(h l * l , bm99= (_LU%W, ...,6m999,,-2, 
and _&at1 = idnati 3 hence f is a homomorphism of projection-SPEC-algebras. 
(v) If g : B+ A” E Cat(CSPEC) with p(n,_) 0 g =A1 tin 3 1 and g(b) =: (ak)kz1, 
c:1zn L1, --J&I, a&; -Jcn$j, hence g =f and f is unique. 
T,: complete the proof also for Theorem 1.14, we first remark that for one-sorted 
projection-SFEC-algebras each homomorphism of projection-SPEC-algebras is a 
pr+ction morphism and projection compatible. It remains to be shown that if the 
given function f : A + B in (2) (resp. fn : B + A,, in (3)) is a projection (compatible) 
morphism, then also f: A” + B (resp. f : B + A”) is a projection (compatible) 
mnrphism. = 3 z y t 
(i) Let J be a projection morphism, then 
s(fh h9k-l)9 =s((p( n, ak991i~,9=limkf(p(n,ak99=f~a,9 
and 
q(%J((ak)kA9 = q(n, limkf(ak)) = q(n, f(limk ak)) 
= f( p(n, limk ak)) = f&); 
hence f is a projection morphism. 
f f is projection compatrble, then 
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and 
q(n,f((a,),?,)=q(n,f(limkak))=q(n,f(p(n,limka,)))=q(n,f(a,)); 
hence f is projection compatible. 
(iii) If each of the fn is a projection morphism, then 
hence f is a projection morphism. 
(iv) If each of ihe J, is projection compatible, then 
rood of Corollary 2.9. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.8(2). U 
. (i) Let m, 2 m2. 
If the assertion holds for m, 2 1 then 
F(m,+l,p(m,,Caj+Cb,*X,))=Cai+Cb,*p(m,,p(m:!-l,X,)) 
=I aj+C bk* p(m,- 1, Xd 
=p(mz,C aj+C bk l X,); 
the case m, c m2 is analogous. 
(ii) If p(m, qi) =p(m, ri), i = I, 2, then 
~(m,~,+r,!=p(m,g,)+p(m,r,)=p(m,q2)+p(m,r~)=p(m,q,+r,). ..- 
To shop projection compatibility for l we first show it for finite processes x = 
C aj4-C bl\* XI,,Y: 
For m 2 2 we show p(m, A 0 y) =p(m, p(m, x) l p(m - 1, y)) wherxe 
p(m, p(m, x) 0 p(m, y)) =p(m, 
=I)(lbd, 
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Let m = 2: 
p(2,(Caj+CbkoX~~).Y)=C aj ’ P(l, _Y) +C b/t l ~(1, xk l Y) 
=CajgP(l,Y)+Cbk*P(l,P(l, 
= P(2, P(2, (1 aj+c bk . xk)) ’ P(2, Y))- 
TV cL.e 
. 
PI GIIG iiissefii=i holds for m a 2 then applying the induction hypotheses as above 
(*) showws 
p(m + 1, (c a, +c bk ’ xk) ’ Y) 
By Theorem 2.8(l), projection compatibility of the operations carries over from the 
finitc to :h,P infinite case. Since Phc approrim;i?‘i0~ inbucth principie AIIF always 
holds in standard constructions X”, the example is complete. Cl 
roof of Fact 3.4. (1) (i) First we show the projection space preperties of 
(Horni( pHi): 
pHi[nl, pHi(n2, fi))(ail,. . . , aimi) 
= psi,-(nl, pHi(n2, fi)(ail, . . . , aimi)) 
= psi,-(nl, psi,+n2, fi(ai1,. . . , aimi))) 
=psi,-(min(n1, n2),fi(ail,. . . , aimi)) 
= pHi(min( nl, n2), fi)(ail, . . . , aimi). 0) 
pHi(n, fi) = pHi(n, gi) 
pHi( n, fi)( ail, . . . , aimi) = pHi(n, gi)(ail, . . . , aimi; 
cimic A* _ y ___--_ i ‘_ i G 
pSi*-(ri, fi(aii, . . . , aimi j j = psi&n, @(ail, . . . , aimi)) 
/IiyM; r AW 4-c/ ‘1 . ‘1 
JL\Qil,. . . , tiil”iii) 
_-‘___ 2 
9’.‘9 t.4‘I.I‘ L I. = gijni’a, . . . , cum) 
* Jfj = gj. (2) 
“‘\ \“‘I To prove that pHi is w;elE defined, we have to show that p i(k, fi) is projection 
compatible, i.e. 
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RHS -_ @S&&j, pS~,ix(.k,Jfi(pSilAx( J; ail; 
9-*-v psimi,r( j, aimi)))) 
= psi&k, psiA=( j,fi(psil,& j, ail), . . . , psimiA=( j, aimi)))) 
= psiAx(k, psiA=(j, fi(ai1,. . . , aimi))) 
= psi,=(min(j, k), fi( ail, . . . , aimi)). 
k QjpHi( m, fik+j) = pHi( m, f&) 
+ Qm 3k Qj Vail,. . . , aimipHi( m, fik+j)(ail,. . . , aimi) 
= pHi( m, f&)(ail, . . . , aimi) 
--i Qm 3k Qj Vail,. . . , aimi psi&m, j&+i(ail,. . . , aimij) 
= psiAs(m, f&(ail, . . . , aimi)) (9 
3 Vail,. . . , aimi (f,(aii,. . . , aimi))ktlsl is Cauchy sequence in AZ 
* Vicrii,. . . 9 ahii 30 E AZ liin~jG&ail, . . . , aimi) = a. 
The last line defines a mapping (ail, . . . , aimi) + a =: fi(ai1 
limkf&(ail, . . . , aimi) =fi(ail, . . . , oimi) in /-s,z, Le. 
Qail, . . . z aimi Qm 3r Qj psi&m, j+i,+i(ail,. . , aimi)) 
= psiAr( m, fi( ail, . . . , aimi)). 
Compare (:s j with (**). If r = r(ai1,. . . , aimi) 2 k, then 
psiA.;(m,jl;,.iiai1,. . . ) aimi)j 
=psiAx(m,fik++_k)+,(ail,.. ., aimi)=psiA=(m,fi(ail, 
if r G k, then 
psiA~(m,fir+tk_r,+,(ail,. L _, aimi)) 
9.’ . , aimi) with 
. . . 
(**? 
, aimi)); 
= pSi,=( m, fk+j( ail, . . . , aimi)) = psiAr( m, fi( ail, . . . , aimi)), 
hence we can replace Y by k, which is independent of ail, . . . , aimi and 
Qm 3ik Qj Qail,. . . , aimi pSi,x( m, fik+i(ail, . . . 4 aimi)) 
= ps@(m, fi(ai1,. . . , aimi)) 
=+ Qm 3kQjp (m, fik+j) = pHi(m, fi) 
=3 lim,,fi;, =fi. 
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It remains to he shown that jG is projection compatible: 
psi,&k3fi(ail,. . . , aimi)) 
= psi,+, (lim, fQ(ail, . . . , aimi)) 
= psiAajk, (iim, (fiJai1,. . . ) aimi)))) 
= lim, psi,&k, fim(ail, . . . , aimi)) 
=lim, psi&k, fi,(psil,&k, ail), . . . , psimi&k, aimi))) 
= psiA=(k, (Em,,, fi,)(psil,=(k, ail), . . . , psimi,& k, aimi))) 
= psiA-( k,,/i(psil,& k, ail), . . . , psimi,=( k, aimi))). 
(2) We show the following. 
act. If (Ai, pi)ic, are complete projection spaces crd Z ;- r-*;+~ then (fl A;, p) with 83 J”LCLC, -- 
pin, tai)iclJ = (Piin ai)?icf is a complete projection space. 
We remark that the finiteness of Z is only needed for the completeness of the 
product fl Ai, whereas the projection space properties hold for arbitrary index 
sets z. 
roof. (i) Projection space properties: 
Pfnl, PCnZ (ai)iEl)) =pW, (Pi(n2, ai))iEr) 
= ( pitn l, Pi WA ai)))ie 1 
= ( pi(min(nl. n2), ai))iE i
==p(min(nl, n2), (ai)it,). 
i PC% (ai)i,,) = p(h biJicI) 
(0 
* heNI Wie Zpi(n, ai)=pi(n, bi) 
+ Vie Zai= bi 
* (ai)ic t = (bi)ic t l (2) 
(ii) Proof of the completeness of (n Ai, p): Let (ak)kEN be a Cauchy sequence 
in (n Ai, p) with ak = (af)iC, 
Vm 3n Vjp(m, (a:‘)i,- I) = p( m, (ar+j)ic I) 
(pdm, a:‘))iE, =(Pi(m, a:‘+.‘))ic, 
m 3n Vj WE Zpi(m, al) =p!(m, 0n+j) 
iE Z (a:‘LcN is Cauchy in (Ai, p,) 
iEZ3h P1( i) 
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Since I is finite, n := max{ n( i): i E I} exists and we can continue: 
Vie I 3ai Wm 3n Qjpi(m, ayfi) = pi(m, ai) 
M Vj (pi(m, ay+“))it, = (pi(m, ai))ir, 
(again by finiteness of I j 
vm PCm9 CaY+j)icIl = ph (ai)ic 1) 
tai)it i = lim, (a”). Cl 
This completes the proof of the theorem. El 
roof 0 act 3.6, We have to show that if fl, . . . ,.fn are projection compatib’le, 
thenfl,. . . , fn are also projection compatible. Therefore it is sufficient to show t.he 
following. - 
a. If A is a px$zc: ion-SPEC-algebra and t E TSIG(SPE~-,,s( X), then for all assign- 
ment firnctions ass: X + A and for all k E N, we have psA( k, m(t)) = psA( k, assk( t)), 
with assk : X + A, assk = psA( k,_) 0 ass (see Fig. 3). 
TSG(SPEC)(~ 
Fig. 3. 
c lemma. The proof is given by structural induction. 
(1) t = P-,’ (constant symbol): ps,(k, NJ = psA( k, psA(k, N,J). 
(2) t =x (variable): 
ass(x) = a, assk(x) = ps,(k, a), 
PSAl k,*(!jj=pS/i(k, a) and 
pdk, assk(t)j = pcdk, wdk, 4) = PS& ah 
(3) t = N(tl,. . . , tn): assume the pro erty holds for t P ., . . . , tn E &CWW-~ x 1:: 
then we have to show the property for N( tl, . . . , tn): 
psA(k,a&N(tl,. . . , tn)) 
=psA(k, N/&ss(tl),...,ass(tn))) def. of ass 
=ps&, N&slA(k, assk(tW, l l l , psn,&, assk(tn)))) ind. hyp. 
= psA(k, IV,Jassk( t I), . . . , assk( tn))) proj. inv. of Nn 
= psA( k, assk(N( ?I5 l . -, tn))) -. 
roof 0 Since each equivalence class of terms in TcspEC is enlarged 
by at most one term, RECSPEC is an enrichment of SPEC and the operations 
PRBCl,. . . , PRBCn are projection compatible by definition, hence the assertion 
foiiows. 5 
3.9. We need to show that CTRECSPEC is initial. Let V: Cat- 
Compl(CRECSPEC) + CatCompl(c’SPEC) be the forgetful functor. 
V( C&EM&) = C&E<‘: = ( c SPEJI is initial in CatCompl(CSPEC) (see Corol- 
lary 2.9). Let B E CatCompl(CRECSPEC),f: V( CTRECsPEC) + V(B) be the unique 
homomorphism of projection-SPEC-algebras. We need to show that f is also a 
homomorphism of projection-RECSPEC-algebras, i.e. (with PROC i =: pi, proci, =: 
Qk &PE(.=: 4 
Vi=l,..., n Vail E A;, . . . V&ii E Azmi 
jI(PS(ai1,. . . , aimi)) = Qi&l(ail), . . . , f,i,i(aimi)), 
i.e. the diagram in Fig. 4 commutes for all i = 1, . . . , n. 
Pi 
Fig. 4. 
Fig. 5. 
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Let PO, QO be constant functions with values ~0, q0 and Jqi( ~0) = q0. If pi is 
replaced by PO and Qi by QO in (i), then (i) commutes. Further we have the following. 
. If (i) commutes with R 0. then (i) commutes with Tp,(P), T4( Q). 
. In Fig. 5, f is a homomorphism by the assumption of the 
commutes by de ition of TA and Te: xg) = aij, ass&# =f(aij), 
(2) & (2) v (3) commute by finition of afiSA and 9 hence 
TA(P)(ail,. . . , aimi) = E,( Ti(xi1,. . . , ximi)) 
'-r;(QKLilW!,.. , fSi,,,i(aimi)) =aB( Ti(xiP, . . . , ximi)) 
= f(ass,( Ti(xi1,. . . , ximi)j) -. 
i.e. (i) commutes with TA( P), TB( Q). Cl 
3.9 (conclusion). Hence (i) commutes with Th( PO), T”( QO) for 
fsi 0 pi =Ll 0 (limk Ti( PO)) = limk (fsi 0 Ti( PO)) 
=limk (TL(QO)o(f,i,u* l l ~f\i,,,i)) 
= limk ( Ti( QO)) 0 (4;ii x l l l XAi,pli) 
= Qio (fSil X l l l Xs\i,pli)* q 
roof of Faci 3.P3 
( CTnFc.cPF;<.)q;PE(. = (cTi~iz~c.f PR.OCl,, * . c , PROCn),,w = CT&.~_~. . . ___ 
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